Portable Stand with ReLoader Assembly

RS-13006

Features:







Includes the RS-13001 Portable Stand and the RS-13002
ReLoader
RS-13002 mounted and secured on the RS-13001
Portable Stand for easy transport and use of fire hoses
anywhere and at any time
Accommodates various hose sizes (RS-13002)
Flat-free tires and maneuvering handle for easy and
safe transport (RS-13001)
Heavy-duty welded steel frame with powder-coated
construction to withstand years of demanding use

General Description:
The RS-13006 portable stand with ReLoader assembly is designed to minimize fatigue and discomfort
and reduce injuries when rolling fire hoses so that you can enjoy your time after work. The RS-13006
portable stand and ReLoader assembly is used to transport and re-deck fire hoses after hose rolling is
completed.
The RS-13006 includes the RS-13001 portable stand and the RS-13002 ReLoader. The RS-13001
portable stand has a built-in braking system controlled by a maneuvering handle. Lifting the handle
enables moving the stand, and lowering the handle engages the breaks for stationary operation. The
durable and flat-free tires provide years of trouble-free operation. The RS-13001 has a universal
support tray with a latch and holes for self-locking pins to secure the ReLoader to the stand.
The RS-13002 ReLoader is built with multiple low friction rollers that facilitate one-person operation
for unrolling or flaking hoses. The hose support divider is adjustable to accommodate different hose
diameters. Two carrying handles are located on each side of the ReLoader for easy lifting. The RS13002 is also designed with a mounting slot and holes for mounting on the portable stand (RS-13001).
Mechanical Specifications:





Width:
Height:
Length:
Weight:

Material
33 inches
43 inches
40 inches
102 lbs



Body:

Powder-coated steel

Warranty


Five (5) years

Parts Included:



RS-13001 Portable Stand
RS-13002 ReLoader
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